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I would like to dedicate this
book to my family and my
freinds who really helped

me to make this moral book.



Lexi is drawing about the
ocean life. She loves the

ocean because of the
colorful water bodies.



She had many
books on ocean life,
sea life, rivers, and

lakes. 



Lexi’s family thought to go to a beach.
Lexi was incredibly happy. 



When the day comes. 



Lexi packs her bag with a sea book snacks like fish
biscuits and her swimming costume, a small seashell box,

camera, and some plastic covers. 



After an hour Lexi and her family started moving
to the beach. Once they reached her father said
children, we have reached to the beach so, take
your things and get down I will be coming after I

park the car. 



Lexi was the first to get
down she rushed and

went to the bathroom to
change her costume.



Her parents were found a better spot to sit. 



Lexi and her sibling were playing in
ocean. Lexi took her camera because she
found Guppies. She clicked it so fast, Lexi

was happy.



She rushed to the place where her parents were sitting,
she quickly opened her ocean book from the bag and

was reading about guppies she was whispering to
herself. She said 



 

the guppy, also known as million fish
and rainbow fish, is one of the world's

most widely distributed tropical fish
and one of the most popular freshwater
aquarium fish species. It is a member of
the family Poeciliidae and, like almost

all-American members of the family, is
live-bearing. 



After a while,



her mother said OK, Lexi  will come with me
for picking up the shells and Ben go with

dad for getting some kites. 



Lexi started to pick some types of shells for
her mother.and those which were incredibly

beautiful and shiny shells she picked it for
herself. 



After eating, playing the
time passes and it was

almost evening 



the family was very hungry they shifted
their mat near the sea. They started to

eat their snacks all of them were
throwing plastic and dirty things except
Lexi, in fact the people who were eating

also threw many plastics and dirty
things.



Lexi started picking up the plastic

and said each of them in the

beach that we should not throw

plastic or else the water bodies

would die .



she took her rough book
and tape, she started to
make posters on not to

throw plastic. 



The people and lifeguard rewarded her a
thankyou and a small present as she was helping

the water bodies. 



Lexi was a helpful
and animal lover little

girl. 
 
 



THE END
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